
Creating a child-friendly audio player with the Raspberry Pi

 Kid  
 Sounds
A Rasp Pi with a webcam and a few scripts creates a very 

nice, child-friendly media player. By Marcus Nasarek

cam makes for hours of problem-free listen-
ing pleasure.

Design Thinking
This particular problem presents an opportu-
nity to experiment with Design Thinking, 
which embodies a method of solving prob-
lems through innovation. Essentially, the 

Small children often listen to music 
and audio books with a childproof 
CD player made out of tough plas-
tic. The CDs themselves are much 

less resilient to breakage. Grabbing a disc a 
few too many times can scratch and ruin it. 
Luckily, a nifty child-friendly music player 
put together using a Raspberry Pi and a web-
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Marcus Nasarek is a loyal fan of 
Linux and very enthusiastic 
about scripting, Ruby, and 
projects using the Raspberry Pi.
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methodology consists of working through 
four questions. What is the problem? What 
would happen if? What produces a wow ef-
fect? What works?

With the help of the “users” in the play-
room, it was easy to identify the problems: 
Cassettes turn into tangled bundles of tape, 
CDs get scratched up and misplaced, and the 
user interface of MP3 players is too challeng-
ing. Therefore, it was necessary to find a new 
user concept.

During the “What if?” phase, the designer 
has complete freedom to imagine how an 
ideal solution would look. In the case at 
hand, the designer looks at possible systems 
that don’t involve a media device that re-
quires navigating through menus or pressing 
ill-defined, multimodal buttons. Instead, how 
simple would it be if a child only needs to 
say, “Play The Lorax” out loud? Even better, 
wouldn’t it be cool if little children could 
simply hold an album cover in front of the 
music player and the recording would imme-
diately start playing – even if something else 
were already playing?

For feedback, instead of cryptic pieces of 
text appearing on a screen, fun acoustic 
messages should provide the user with in-
formation about whether an activity has 
been successful or whether it has gone 
wrong. So, for instance, something like 
“YEH!” could play if the software recog-
nizes the album cover, or a burp if the 
image recognition process fails to work.

WhaT Works?
Playing music with the Raspberry Pi works 
extremely well. All you need is the mini PC, a 
speaker, and a power supply. If the audio files 
are not directly available on an SD card, you 
will need a network connection. Additionally, 
you need a simplified remote control and an 
infrared receiver. (Figure 1 provides an over-
view of the components required.) The web-
cam is used to recognize album covers. When 
starting out, it will only be necessary to recog-
nize QR codes. Table 1 summarizes the neces-
sary parts and their approximate costs; you 
might already have one or more of these items 
that you can reuse to build the player.

The IR receiver needs to be LIRC (Linux in-
frared remote control) compatible; that is, 
the IR signals can be decoded by the lircd 
daemon [1]. When building the prototype, a 
compact IgorPlug USB worked for me as 
soon as I plugged it into the Rasp Pi [2], 
whereas the receiver in Table 1 was priced 
through Adafruit [3] and works only with its 
matching remote.

In view of the nature of the “user group,” 
it is a good idea for the remote control to 
have as few buttons as possible. After testing 
various remotes, I chose the Seki Slim, which 
has only six buttons but is nonetheless easy 
to program. Before choosing a remote, be 
sure it works with LIRC [4]. Unfortunately, 
this remote is not available in the US, al-
though the Sony RM-KZ1 is similar [5] and 
also is easy to program.

Linux supports many webcams directly. 
For example, you can find the Logitech C170 
on eBay for around US$ 10. The Microsoft 
LifeCam HD that I used for my prototype de-
livers too many pixels and makes the recog-
nition process correspondingly more time 
consuming. As a result, I used configuration 
parameters to reduce the resolution of the 
camera. The smaller the resolution, the faster 
the Rasp Pi can process the pictures.

The operating system for this project, 
Raspbian [6], comes with good instructions 
and is very easy to install [7]. You will find 

Figure 1: After putting an initial design in place, the next task is to compile a list of components 

needed to implement the project.

Component Price (US$)

Raspberry Pi $35

Housing $10

8GB SD card $6

Power supply 1.5 A $6

Remote control with IR receiver $15

Speakers $10

Webcam $15

Total $97

TAble 1: Hardware
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~/rename.sh "The Gruffelo"

accordingly sets the ID3v2 parameters for 
that title. The script in Listing 1 renames all 
titles in the relevant directory in one go.

The auDio Player
With its modular construction and loadable 
libraries, the XMMS2 audio player utility is 
designed to be controlled via a script and re-
mote control. The player distributes tasks be-
tween xmms2d, the server component, and 
xmms2, the client, and runs as a daemon in 
the background; therefore, a login is not re-
quired. In Linux systems, a daemon is a pro-
gram that runs in the background and makes 
services available, much like system services 
in Windows.
xmms2 automatically starts the launcher 

and builds your music library from the music 
files in the Music directory:

$ xmms2 server import /home/pi/Music

The output of the

xmms2 search artist:*

command should list all of the titles in the 
database, so you can determine whether the 
procedure has worked. To monitor the music 
directory via the XMMS2 media library up-
dater, you make it part of its configuration:

$ xmms2 U
  config clients.mlibupdater.watch_dirs U
  /home/pi/Music

Then, all you need to do is call up

xmms2‑mlib‑updater &

to start the automatic update of the library 
before you modify files or copy new files into 
the directory.

remoTe ConTrol
After installing LIRC, you need to set up your 
remote, either by using irrecord to configure 
your controller of choice or by downloading 
its configuration file from the LIRC web-
site [4]. Irrecord records the signals from 
your remote and creates a configuration file 
for lircd.

I originally used a Logitech remote control 
for the prototype and then transferred the 
key assignments to the more compact Seki 
Slim remote [9] – which only uses the Power, 
Next, Previous, Volume Up, Volume Down, 

the software you need for the player in the 
Debian repositories, and you can install as 
necessary via the package manager. With the 
command

sudo apt‑get install <package>

you can install the packages listed in Table 2.

PreParaTion
Naturally, the player needs music before it 
can play. Ideally, the albums will be in a di-
rectory that the software can monitor for 
later changes. To create a local music direc-
tory, if one is not already available, enter:

mkdir /home/pi/Music

Because the bar code recognition utility 
zbarcam cannot deal with UTF-8 character 
encoding, especially if titles contain diacriti-
cals, you should convert the album titles in 
MP3 file ID3v2 tags [8] with rename.sh (List-
ing 1), which I placed in my home directory 
(/home/pi/).

Before running the rename script, you 
need proper access rights, which the com-
mand

chmod a+x ~/rename.sh

establishes. Now, if I run the script on an 
album with the title Der Grüffelo from the di-
rectory in which that MP3 file resides, then 
the command

Package Name Function
xmms2 Music player
xmms2‑client‑medialib‑updater Automatic update of the music library
xmms2‑plugin‑curl Plugin for streaming Internet radio
lirc Infrared tools
zbar‑code QR code tools
id3v2 ID3v2 tag editor [7]
id3 ID3v1 tag editor
qrencode QR code generator
mpg123 MP3 player, including the MP3 libraries

TAble 2: Software

#!/bin/bash

#rename.sh

fs=$IFS

IFS=$(echo ‑en "\n\b")

for i in *.mp3; do

  id3v2 ‑A "$1" "$i";

done

IFS=$fs

lisTing 1: Rename All MP3 Files
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Next, you should integrate the configura-
tion file Logi.conf in /etc/lirc/hardware.
conf, the hardware configuration file (List-
ing 2). Then, configure irexec so you can ex-
ecute other scripts with the touch of a but-
ton.

The irexec config file is /etc/lirc/lircrc 
(Listing 3) [10], which designates the default 
config value for each button. For example, 
the first button, KEY_POWER, calls the script 
remote.sh with the argument power.

The sCriPTs
The remote.sh script (Listing 4) accepts the 
power, next, prev, volup, voldown and play 
arguments. The events in the script result in 
various calls to XMMS2, making the music 
player go forward or backward to a title and 
increase or decrease the volume.

The argument power starts the recognition 
process of a QR code (line 5) by calling the 

and Play/ Pause buttons – with the following 
command:

$ sudo irrecord /etc/lirc/Logi.conf

If this command causes difficulties with the 
remote model you are using, you can expand 
the call with the ‑f parameter to activate raw 
mode.

#/etc/lirc/hardware.conf

LIRCD_ARGS=""

START_IREXEC=true

LOAD_MODULES=true

DRIVER="default"

DEVICE="/dev/lirc0"

MODULES=""

LIRCD_CONF="/etc/lirc/Logi.conf"

LIRCMD_CONF=""

lisTing 2: /etc/ lirc/ hardware.conf

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_POWER

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh power

end

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_NEXT

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh next

end

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_PREVIOUS

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh prev

end

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_VOLUMEUP

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh volup

end

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_VOLUMEDOWN

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh voldown

end

begin

 prog = irexec

 button = KEY_PLAY

 config = sudo ‑u pi /home/pi/remote.sh play

end

lisTing 3: /etc/ lirc/ lircrc

01  #!/bin/bash

02  AUDIODEV=hw:0

03  arg="$1"

04  case $arg in

05    "power")

06      zb arcam ‑‑nodisplay ‑Sdisable ‑Sqrcode.enable 
‑‑prescale=320x240 /dev/video0 | /home/pi/rbar.sh

07      ;;

08    "next")

09      echo "Next Song"

10      xmms2 next

11      ;;

12   "prev")

13      echo "Previous Song"

14      xmms2 prev

15      ;;

16    "volup")

17      echo "volume 5 up"

18      xmms2 server volume +5

19      ;;

20    "voldown")

21      echo "volume 5 down"

22      xmms2 server volume ‑5

23      ;;

24    "play")

25      echo "toggle playback"

26      xmms2 toggle

27      status=$(xmms2 current)

28      if [[ "$status" =~ ^Paused ]]; then

29        play ‑q /home/pi/no.wav

30      fi

31      ;;

32  esac

lisTing 4: remote.sh
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voking the program Qrencode from the com-
mand line. You should create a small text file 
qr.txt that contains two entries, artist: and 
album:, for each QR code. The software out-
puts the QR code as a PNG file with:

$ qrencode ‑s 10 ‑o qr.png < qr.txt

The ‑s 10 option makes sure the output uses 
10 pixels for each data point. This makes the 
picture somewhat larger and also makes it 
easier for the webcam to recognize the pat-
tern.

You can build small cards from the album 
cover and the QR code (Figure 2). You will 
find a template for this in the form of a Libre-
Office file together with other listings in the 
QRMusic GitHub repository [11].

inTeraCTion
Many configuration files and scripts interact 
in this project. Figure 3 provides an overview 

zbarcam program, which reads the data over 
the webcam and writes the recognized con-
tents to standard output. This output is then 
processed by the rbar.sh script.

The ‑‑prescale=320x240 option reduces 
the resolution of the camera, because the de-
fault HD resolution would be much too de-
tailed and compute intensive. The ‑‑nodis‑
play switch deactivates the output window 
because you do not need it in the script.

The rbar.sh script (Listing 5) then pro-
cesses the recognized QR codes; you can see 
an example of the two-line text from the QR 
code in Listing 6. The first line contains the 
name of the performing artist, and the sec-
ond contains the album title. Consequently, 
rbar.sh in lines 6 and 7 reads two lines of 
input, and lines 8 and 10 store the input in 
the variables $artist and $album. Then, the 
script stops recognition of the QR code with 
killall zbarcam in line 12.

If all goes well, the script will play a little 
jingle and start the playback. 
Otherwise, you will hear a dif-
ferent sound that indicates an 
error has occurred. The sound 
for the error message can also 
be fun, thereby helping to 
lower the frustration level of 
young users confronted with 
errors.

generaTing Qr 
CoDes
You can generate the QR 
codes for the albums by in-

01  #!/bin/bash

02  AUDIODEV=hw:0

03  while true; do

04    read qr

05    read qr2

06    if [[ "$qr" =~ ^QR ]]; then

07      artist=$(echo $qr | cut ‑d':' ‑f 3)

08      echo "artist: $artist"

09      album=$(echo $qr2 | cut ‑d':' ‑f 2‑)

10      echo "album: $album"

11      if [[ "$album" =~ ^http ]]; then

12        killall zbarcam

13        xmms2 stop

14        xmms2 clear

15        xmms2 add $album

16        play ‑q /home/pi/source/rbar/ok.wav

17        xmms2 play

18        exit

19        s=""

20      else

21        s=$(xmms2 search album:"$album" | egrep ‑e "$album")

22      fi

23      if [[ ‑n "$s" ]]; then

24        killall zbarcam

25        xmms2 stop

26        xmms2 clear

27        xmms2 add album:"$album" ‑o "tracknr"

28        play ‑q /home/pi/source/rbar/ok.wav

29        xmms2 play

30        exit

31      else

32        xmms2 stop

33        play ‑q /home/pi/source/rbar/no.wav

34      fi

35      sleep 5

36    fi

37  done

lisTing 5: rbar.sh

Figure 2: The cards with the QR code also contain a picture of the 

album cover.
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while they play. Selecting titles goes very 
quickly, and as a result, the prototype is 
fully integrated into the daily life of the 
children.

The setup shown here is also able to re-
ceive radio streams from the Internet. All you 
need to do is enter the URL instead of the 
album title. In a trial run, I used the com-
mand

$ xmms2 add U
  http://www.vh1.com/music/U
  radio/children/index.jhtml

to retrieve music from a children’s radio 
station.  ● ● ●

of the individual components. First, you con-
figure the infrared receiver in /etc/lirc/
Logi.conf, then you activate irexec in /etc/
lirc/hardware.conf, which in turn processes 
the button presses of the remote control by 
means of /etc/lirc/lircrc.

The events produced by the remote control 
call the script /home/pi/remote.sh, which in 
turn uses zbarcam to input the QR codes and 
then passes the input data to the /home/pi/
rbar.sh script. The script evaluates the data 
from the QR code and controls the XMMS2 
client accordingly.

To create QR codes, you pass the text files 
to the QRencode program then print the QR 
code picture files that have been created, to-
gether with the album covers, onto small 
cards. Alternatively, you can use the gLa-
bels software to produce a series of 
cards [12].

Figure 4 shows the finished construction in 
the children’s room. The camera has a 
bracket made out of Lego blocks because the 
children found it difficult to hold the cards 
still long enough to be read accurately. The 
Rasp Pi and cables were bolted to the under-
side of the table, so that the only visible com-
ponents consist of the webcam, the infrared 
receiver, and the speaker.

ConClusion
Although the project was somewhat com-
plex, the children have a lot of fun using it 

artist:Axel Scheffler

album:Der Gruffelo

lisTing 6: QR Code Data

Figure 3: The structure turns out to be relatively complex, but the player is easy to use.

Figure 4: A Lego bracket ensures that scanning the QR codes works without problem.
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